Cyclodextrin-based nanosponges as promising carriers for active agents.
In recent years, new drug delivery systems have attempted to overcome the undesirable pharmacokinetic problems of various drugs. Among them, cyclodextrin nanosponges (CDNSs) attract great attention from researchers for solving major bioavailability problems such as inadequate solubility, poor dissolution rate, and the limited stability of some agents, as well as increasing their effectiveness and decreasing unwanted side effects. This novel system can also be prepared as different dosage forms. This review will give an insight into the effects of CDNSs on the pharmacokinetic parameters and permeability of active agents. Different classes of drugs delivered by this system are mentioned and we designate which CD is used most widely in their production process. We also inform why this carrier can be introduced as a versatile carrying system in pharmaceutical fields. Registered patents about this novel system in various fields are also mentioned. The readers will be informed on CDNSs as a novel carrier especially for the delivery of drugs. Versatile characteristics and applications of them can also be known by this review. Finally, CDNSs may be introduced as a remarkable vehicle in the pharmaceutical market in coming years.